
GCVI Scholarship Presentation
Tuesday, January 11 at 6 pm

Special Guests and GCVI Alumni

Catherine Dang - U of G President’s Scholar (2016), Princeton in Asia Scholar (2021)

Raymond Tu - UNC Morehead-Cain Scholar (2017), McCall MacBain Scholar (2021)

Register in advance on the Gr 12 Guidance Classroom
Meeting invites will be sent to ugcloud emails on January 11



Meet our special guest, Catherine Dang!
Catherine graduated from GCVI in 2016 and was awarded the University of 
Guelph President's Scholarship in 2016. 

More recently she was a Princeton in Asia Scholar in 2021.

She has 4 years of experience on the President's & Chancellor's 
Scholarship Selection and Review Committee where she reviewed written 
applications and conducted interviews for University of Guelph President's 
scholars, Summerlee Scholars, and Rhode's nominees. 

As head scholar in 2019 she also organized the scholar mentorship 
program at the University.



Meet our special guest, Raymond Tu!

Raymond graduated from GCVI in 2017 and was awarded the University of 
North Carolina’s prestigious Morehead-Cain Scholarship. 

He is attending McGill on a McCall MacBain Scholarship, a full-ride 
leadership scholarship for graduate and professional study.

He also received and deferred admission to the University of Western 
Ontario Schulich School of Medicine M.D. program, where he received a 
full-tuition scholarship.



About the Presentation 
Catherine will be presenting key findings learned after 4 years of sitting on 
various scholarship committees about what makes a personal statement 
powerful, which reference letters are the most persuasive, and how to tell your 
story through interviews. 

Catherine and Raymond will anonymously share past success stories of some of 
the best applicants they’ve seen and the techniques they used. 

For this presentation, Catherine has consulted colleagues across multiple 
different scholarship review committees and collected their anonymous advice. 

This presentation is truly for everybody - regardless if you plan to apply to 
scholarships - learning how to present yourself in an authentic way is an 
essential life skill!


